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Abstract— In three-dimensional (3D) video systems, the depth
image is very important to represent complete 3D contents.
However, there is a flickering problem in the original depth video
in the temporal domain. It is quite annoying to users. In this
paper, we propose a flickering elimination method in the original
depth video from a depth camera. In order to solve this problem,
first we use a depth weighted joint bilateral filter to fill hole areas
in the original depth image. Then, we employ a temporal mean
filter to eliminate a flickering effect on the refined depth video
and classify static and moving areas. Depending on the type of
areas, we adaptively choose the refined depth image or temporal
mean filtered depth image. Experimental results show that the
proposed method reduces flickering effects significantly in the
background of depth video.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, we can easily access many products which are
combined with three-dimensional (3D) image technique as
customer’s interest for 3D image is growing. An environment
that whoever can easily see 3D contents is provided as building
some base structures for the 3D movie to the conventional
movie theater or through a lot of 3DTV released in the market.
By using this, we can experience a realistic feeling and depth
perception that does not exist in 2D images.
The sense of depth can be derived from a depth image
obtained through various depth acquisition methods. We can
acquire the depth image by using active and passive methods:
the active method employs a depth camera to get 3D
information and the passive method applies a pattern matching
to a stereo color image to obtain 3D information [1]. If depth
images do not accurately obtain in the depth image acquisition
stage, some noises generated from the acquisition step are
propagated to user end and they can feel uncomfortable sense
on the 3D contents. So, the depth images play an important role
throughout the overall 3D image system [2].
However, the original depth image obtained from the depth
camera shows an unstable appearance when we observe it in
terms of the temporal domain. That is, it shows a flickering

Fig. 1. Original depth video

showing a huge depth difference depending on the temporal
domain. It is generally shown in the active depth acquisition
method which uses depth cameras [3]. Fig. 1 shows the
example of the flickering from Microsoft Kinect depth camera
as 30 frame per second (fps). We can find the inconsistent
flickering appearance usually along with the boundary of the
object such as a bookshelf, chair and human. Conclusively, this
kind of the flickering effect gives users dizzy and
uncomfortable feelings to enjoy the 3D contents.
II. PROPOSED METHOD OF FLICKERING ELIMINATION
Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of proposed method. First, we
perform a depth weighted joint bilateral filter to fill hole area
which has no depth value. Next, we store refined depth images
into an array and apply a temporal mean filter on it. However at
this point, when we perform the temporal mean filter on the
temporal domain, we can eliminate the flickering but there still
exist a problem on a residual image. In order to eliminate the
residual image problem derived from temporal mean filter, we
classify parts of the depth image into two category; static areas
and moving areas. And then, we apply the temporal mean
image on the static areas and the refined depth image on the
moving area. After this step, we can get a final depth image.
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A. Depth weighted joint bilateral filter
In this paper, we propose a depth weighted joint bilateral
filter in order to fill hole areas which has no depth value in the
original depth image. Equation (1) represents a structure of the
propose method.
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Do stands for an output depth pixel and Di stands for an
input depth pixel. (x, y) and (u, v) represent a center pixel
position and a neighbor pixel position of the filter kernel
respectively. Vector
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conventional joint bilateral filter [4]. We add a weighting factor
d(u, v) reflecting a depth difference between center and
neighbor pixels additionally. Fig. 4 shows an example for a
ground truth depth image. In Fig. 4, a red box means a filter
kernel and a red dot at the center represents a center pixel in the
filter kernel. A blue dot means neighbor pixel. It is representing
depth values by a gray level color intensity so we can know
that there is a big difference between center and neighbor pixel
in terms of the depth value. In this case, an effect on an output
depth value is needed to be low about a neighbor pixel. So we
need to adaptively apply a weighting depending on it. Equation
(3) represents a structure of a weighting factor d(u, v).
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By using this weighting factor d(u, v), we can clear the
object boundary region more than an original joint bilateral
filter and remove intermediate noises in the discontinuity
region.

and horizontal position in the filter kernel. Lastly, W stands for
a weighting function. Fig. 3 shows the meanings of the each
symbol graphically. The original joint bilateral filter is consist
of a multiplication with two Gaussian function. This function is
a bell shaped function which has the highest weighting at the
mean value position, so it has a low weighting value if the
position is going far from the center.
In the proposed method, an additional Gaussian function
reflecting a depth difference between center and neighbor
pixels is appended to it. Equation (2) shows a proposed
weighting function W.
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g(u, v) and f(u, v) are weighting factors reflecting a color
difference and a range difference between center and neighbor
pixels respectively. So far, it is the weighting factor for

(3)

Fig. 4. Example of the ground truth depth image

B. Temporal mean filter
Temporal mean filter is a filter that is calculating a mean
value on a temporal array of the depth image. Equation (4)
represents a structure for the temporal mean filter.
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Dot ( x, y ) stands for a depth pixel at (x, y) position on t

This equation takes the maximum value at (x, y) position.
By using this equation, I shows a figure representing extracted
moving area in Fig. 6. The red stroked region represent moving
areas.
Finally, if a depth pixel position is on the static area, we can
substitute the pixel by using the temporal mean image. If it is
on the moving area, we can change the pixel by using the
refined depth pixel. Conclusively, we adaptively used the
temporal mean image and refined depth image depending on
the type of the region.

frame and N means the number of depth images in the image
array. That is, (4) shows to obtain a mean value of depth values
at (x, y) position in all depth images stored on a depth array.
We can eliminate the flickering event by using this equation
but we need to consider a residual image which a previous
depth frame affects a next depth frame. In order to solve this
problem, we classify the depth image into static and moving
areas and adaptively substitute the depth values depending on
the type of the area.

C. classification of the static and moving area
Mainly, a static area means a background area which has no
movement. A moving area means a region that has a lot of
movement such as a foreground region and an area which
objects are moving in the foreground region. Fig. 5 shows the
flowchart for the area classification.
First, we separate the foreground and background area by
using the temporal mean depth image obtained from Section
2.1. The separation of the foreground and background is
operated by taking a threshold on the depth image; under the
threshold is classified to the background and over the threshold
is classified to the foreground. Next, we can extract moving
areas by applying (5).
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Fig. 6. Extraction of moving area

Finally, if a depth pixel position is on the static area, we can
substitute the pixel by using the temporal mean image. If it is
on the moving area, we can change the pixel by using the
refined depth pixel. Conclusively, we adaptively used the
temporal mean image and refined depth image depending on
the type of the region.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this experiment, Microsoft Kinect was used and the size
of depth image is 640×480. We used a GPU parallel
programming to accelerate a calculating speed and the GPU
model is Nvidia Geforce GTX Titan [5]. Fig. 7 shows the result
depth video. In this figure, we can know that the flickering is
dramatically reduced on the background area.
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Fig. 5. Flowchart for the area classification

Fig. 7. Result of depth video

For the qualitative analysis, we represents the change of the
depth pixel value in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The horizontal
axis means frame numbers along with the time and the vertical
axis means depth values. The blue curve represents the depth
value change in the original depth video and orange color curve
represents the depth value change in the result depth video.
Following figures show a trend for the depth value obtained
from a boundary region. Through the result graph, we can see
that the depth value of the original depth video vibrates
excessively while the depth value of the result depth video is
relatively stable.

We show the variance value for each boundary region in
Table. 1. We can see that it has lower variance values in case of
the result depth images than original depth images.
TABLE 1. Variance of the boundary regions
Variance

Original

Result

Boundary region 1

1538.485

131.9571

Boundary region 2

1052.025

84.21052

Boundary region 3

749.556

70.80516
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Fig. 8. Change for depth values on the boundary region 1

In this paper, we discussed a method improving a temporal
consistency in the background region of the depth video
obtained from a depth camera. After we employ a depth
weighted joint bilateral filter to eliminate hole area in the
original depth video, we apply a temporal mean filter to
eliminate the flickering. In order to eliminate a residual effect,
we classify the depth image into static and moving areas and
adaptively select the type of the depth value. We have shown
that the proposed method reduces the flickering effect in the
background region and improves the temporal consistency of
the depth image.
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